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About This Game

Released in 2013

Project Syria was originally commissioned by the World Economic Forum and created at the University of Southern California
School of Cinematic Arts, this immersive journalism piece focuses on the plight of these children. By coupling pioneering

virtual reality technologies with audio and video captured at a tragic event, Project Syria transports audiences to the a scene as
the story unfolds.

Nearly one half of Syria’s 23 million people have been displaced in its civil war and no group has been as severely affected as
children. Children make up more than half of the three million refugees living in camps or makeshift housing and some news

reports indicate that children are actually being specifically targeted in the violence.
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Title: Project Syria
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Emblematic Group
Publisher:
Emblematic Group
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 64

Processor: i5 Intel

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 970 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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Super fun game, no loading times, gets progressively harder, cause destruction. Con for me there is no save option that i can
find.

. I love this game and i really wish for a sequel. WOW!! This game is just AMAZING. Sights and sounds explode...controls are
smooth, WASD and Mouse 1 and 2 are all you need...for us non-controller gamers, and it's a BLAST to play! A lot of fun, and
the you get the kind of rush that arcades used to give. A new favorite, for sure.. QP Shooting - Dangerous!! is 1 of fun shooting
game
this game hard but don't hard equal toho project
example of hard level of this game
if thou play gunbird 1-2,dodonpachi,viper phase1,aero fighter 1-3,raiden 1-4,striker 1945,striker 1945-2,esp ra.de.,detana!!
twinbee,twin cobra 1-2,espgaluda 1-2,muchi muchi pork,ibara,giga wing 1-2,samurai
aces,guwange,mushihimesama,mushihimesama futari,ketsui kizuna jigoku tachi,ray force,ikaruga if ye perish thy can insert
coin until thee can clear game but in this game thy can't insert coin for continue thy must very pro in shooting game if ye yearn
clear this game
this game don't suit with amature player
if thou are amature player don't buy this game
7.99 us dollar is price of this game amature player should use your money with other game
merit of this game
1.this game have steam cloud
2.cute character
flaw of this game
1.this game don't suit with amature player
2.you can't insert coin for continue or creator of this game don't make continue system. I had a whole wall of text of things
wrong with this game but instead I will simply say that this game is not finished.. Nice game, but has some ugly bugs like
messed up tech tree with abilities sometimes working sometimes not, broken achievements (completed game 2 times, some of
them unlocked on 2nd run, while should be unlocked on 1st), no sound from time to time etc. It was fun to play and complete it,
but there is no response from dev and this single final achievement, that I can't get while is real PITA. Log game but still
interesting and tactical.
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It has its flaws and I was more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665than scared to be honest, due to the
confusing puzzles and battle mechanics at first. But, it was okay. Not too great, but not too bad at the same time. I'd recommend
it if you wanna just have a short horror fun.. Great game! Very old school; it really took me back. I was really surprised of how
long the game actually was, you should definitely try it out ! Can't wait to start the second game of the trilogy.. This game is as
silly as angry birds. It's family friendly puzzle with realtime physics. You have to build bridges out of limited wooden tringles in
order to help two rats on their journey to achieve world domination collect all the cheese. Careful consideration of wight,
resource management and basic creativity are key to succes.. With the latest improvements this game has become a genuine
pleasure and a decent simulation of WW2 naval warfare. The initial release while innovative had obvious weaknesses -
submarines that never submerged, ships that never went in formations etc - but now there are very few obvious glitches to
complain over. Now it is not, by any measure, an accurate portrayal of naval warfare - for a start ships are bought or turn up to
fight that never, ever saw mutual combat. And yet in a strange way that adds to the appeal of the game since one is never sure as
one plods along with one's mixed USN/RN squadron in the Pacific if you will run into Japanese, German or even French
warships.

Hopefully at some point the developers will offer options that rigidly define opposing forces for those who insist on veracity,
but in the meantime this has become (ONLY when played at the expert level) an often nail-biting, easy to play simulation. And
played at the easier levels - fun.. Man, this is slick!

I looks great, plays great, moves great and the gameplay is a whole lot of fun. It eally looks and feels like a major studio has
been involved in this.
Movement is similar to Lone Echo - only faster. In the same way as that game, movement is intuitive and sorta tricky ( but in a
fun way).

I used to play Tribes and UT a hell of a lot back in the day - this is basically Tribes in VR!
Not many people around for multi-play, as I got it when it had just beeen released (so this is to be expected) - and I have not
played for long myself - but long enough to know that this is something special. Frankly, if this does not gain traction as a MP
game, we have to scratch our heads and wonder about the future of VR, and whether MP is viable at all in VR. I say this, as it
does not come better than what we have here. For this reason I am pretty confident that there will be a strong player base over
the long term.

Now an admission - Although I used to play a lot of MP FPS back in the day, I rarely do so now, not only because of all the
yapping toxic kids you have to put up with these days, but more importantly, as you get older, you have to face some facts of
life - my reaction speed is not what it was - I will simply get destroyed and let down any team unfortunate to have me on board -
not my idea of fun. Secretly, I think a lot of people feel like I do - as the adoption of VR is by an older demographic.
Take heart! I played a few matches just against bots - it was *incredible* fun - so much so, that I whipped of my headset after
just a few rounds, just to give a shout out for this. The bots are well implimented and act intelligently (well, far more
intelligently than I do!). I got my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to me every few seconds - but I was only letting
myself down, and I can live with that.
What I am saying here, is that if you do not like MP games, this is the MP game for you! Even with bots it is stupid fun.

I hope this takes off for the devs, they have a solid and polished game here already, but whatever happens, I know I will be
playing this for sometime. Oh yeah, you can even craft your own levels, right out of the box.

Anyone want to get a 'hopless old man league' going?. Intense multiplayer game, if you can get some friends together to play its
well worth the price.
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